We investigate self-shielding of intergalactic hydrogen against ionizing radiation in radiative transfer simulations of cosmic reionization carefully calibrated with Lyα forest data. While self-shielded regions manifest as Lyman-limit systems in the postreionization Universe, here we focus on their evolution during reionization (redshifts z = 6-10). At these redshifts, the spatial distribution of hydrogen-ionizing radiation is highly inhomogeneous, and some regions of the Universe are still neutral. After masking the neutral regions and ionizing sources in the simulation, we find that the hydrogen photoionization rate depends on the local hydrogen density in a manner very similar to that in the post-reionization Universe. The characteristic physical hydrogen density above which self-shielding becomes important at these redshifts is about n H ∼ 3 × 10 −3 cm −3 , or ∼ 20 times the mean hydrogen density, reflecting the fact that during reionization photoionization rates are typically low enough that the filaments in the cosmic web are often self-shielded. The value of the typical self-shielding density decreases by a factor of 3 between redshifts z = 3 and 10, and follows the evolution of the average photoionization rate in ionized regions in a simple fashion. We provide a simple parameterization of the photoionization rate as a function of density in self-shielded regions during the epoch of reionization.
INTRODUCTION
The epoch of hydrogen reionization is thought to have begun with the formation of the first sources of radiation in high-density peaks of the collapsing large-scale structure in the Universe (Gnedin 2000; Barkana & Loeb 2001; Choudhury & Ferrara 2005) . Escaping Lyman continuum photons from these sources create growing H ii regions around them, which grow and merge with H ii regions associated with other ionizing sources (Shapiro & Giroux 1987; Anderson et al. 2016; Mutch et al. 2016; Sharma et al. 2017) . Reionization is said to be complete when these ionized regions percolate, fill the cosmic volume, and establish a metagalactic UV background (Miralda-Escudé et al. 2000) . Current constraints from Lyα and CMB data suggest that hydrogen reionization was complete at redshift z 6 (Robertson et al. 2015; Mitra et al. 2015; Planck Collaboration 2016; Barnett et al. 2017) .
Although the Universe is highly ionized at redshifts z < 6, the densest regions of the cosmic web remain neutral due to high recombination rates (Miralda-Escudé et al.
E-mail: jc@ast.cam.ac.uk 2000; Choudhury et al. 2009 ). These neutral islands span a range of different neutral hydrogen column densities and are said to have self-shielded against hydrogen-ionizing radiation (Rahmati et al. 2013) . Self-shielding is increasingly effective as the column density NHI exceeds ∼ 1/σ ≈ 10 17 cm 2 , where σ is the frequency-dependent ionization cross-section of hydrogen. In the post-reionization Universe, such systems are observed as Lyman-limit systems in the spectra of distant sources such as quasars (e.g., Worseck et al. 2014 ). The abundance of these self-shielded systems depends on the cosmological gas density distribution and the amplitude of the relatively uniform hydrogen photoionizing background. Modern cosmological simulations successfully reproduce the observed abundance and column density distribution of these self-shielded systems at redshifts z = 2-5 in the post-reionization Universe (McQuinn et al. 2011; Altay et al. 2013 ).
On the other hand, properties of self-shielded regions before the completion of reionization, at redshifts z 6, are less well-understood. Self-shielded regions at these redshifts represent the residual neutral hydrogen content in H ii regions. But H ii regions associated with individual sources of ionizing radiation have still not overlapped at these redshifts. As a result, the hydrogen photoionization rate has large spatial fluctuations (Chardin et al. 2015) . Under such conditions, simulating the abundance and other properties of self-shielded regions requires an accurate treatment of reionizing sources and the photoionization rate fluctuations (Furlanetto & Oh 2005; Kaurov & Gnedin 2013 . These high-redshift Lyman-limit systems are important as they can affect the interpretation of observations such as the rapid decrease in the abundance of Lyα emitters (Choudhury et al. 2009; Choudhury et al. 2015; Mesinger et al. 2015; Keating et al. 2015) . As a reservoir of neutral gas, they can also affect the 21 cm signal from the epoch of reionization, which is being targetted by many ongoing and upcoming experiments (Sobacchi & Mesinger 2014; Watkinson et al. 2015; Shukla et al. 2016; Kulkarni et al. 2016) .
In this paper, we present high-resolution radiation hydrodynamics cosmological simulations of the intergalactic medium during the epoch of reionization, and characterize the density scale at which self-shielding occurs under a range of assumptions regarding the ionizing sources. These simulations are calibrated to reionization constraints from CMB and Lyα data following the procedure adopted by Chardin et al. (2015) . The simulations presented by Chardin et al. (2015) were able to reproduce the evolution of the UV luminosity function of galaxies during and after reionization while at the same time reproducing a range of IGM properties inferred from observations of the Lyα forest in the post-reionization phase. We use similar simulations in the present study to investigate the evolution of the selfshielding properties of hydrogen during and after reionization. We describe our simulations, and give details of the reionization histories considered in this paper in Section 2. We discuss self-shielding in our simulations in Section 3. In Section 4, we test our results for numerical convergence and dependence on ionizing source properties, and summarise our conclusions in Section 5. Our ΛCDM cosmological model has Ω b = 0.048, Ωm = 0.3175, ΩΛ = 0.6825, h = 0.6711, n = 0.9624, σ8 = 0.8344, and YHe = 0.24 (Planck Collaboration et al. 2014) .
SIMULATIONS
The simulations presented in this paper are performed in two steps. Hydrodynamical cosmological simulations are run as a first step, as described in more detail by Chardin et al. (2015 Chardin et al. ( , 2017 . As the second step, sources of hydrogen-ionizing radiation are set up in the simulation box, and radiative transfer calculations are performed.
The cosmological simulations of the evolution of the dark matter and gas hydrodynamics were performed using the ramses code (Teyssier 2002) . The simulation evolves 512 3 dark matter particles. Gas hydrodynamics is evolved on a coarse, fixed grid discretized in 512 3 cells. We did not employ the adaptive mesh refinement option of ramses. Although we later post-process this cosmological simulation for radiative transfer, we also implement a uniform UV background model in the simulation to get a realistic gas density structure. We use the metagalactic UV background model of Haardt & Madau (2012, HM12 hereafter) , in which the time evolution of the space-averaged UV background intensity is calculated by solving a global radiative transfer equation with an empirical model opacity due to hydrogen and helium, and a source function based on the observed UV luminosity function of quasars and star-forming galaxies. In the HM12 model, the gas is heated to T0 ∼ 10 4 K at redshift z = 15, where T0 is the temperature at the mean gas density. The subsequent thermal evolution is calculated in ramses assuming photoionization equilibrium. As a result gas cools down to T0 ∼ 7 × 10 3 K at z ∼ 6 and then undergoes another episode of heating at z ∼ 2-4 corresponding to helium reionization Chardin et al. 2015) . This has a corresponding effect on the structure of gas density due to pressure smoothing (Rorai et al. 2017; Pawlik et al. 2009 ). Gas density snapshots were taken from redshift z = 100 to z = 2 at 40 Myr intervals.
Radiative transfer
The radiative transfer calculations were performed in postprocessing with aton (Aubert & Teyssier 2008) . aton is a gpu-enabled radiative transfer code that implements a moment-based description of the radiative transfer equation. We employ a monochromatic radiation field, which assumes that all ionizing photons have an energy of 20.27 eV. This value corresponds to the mean energy of a 5 × 10 4 K blackbody spectrum, which is a close approximation to the spectral energy distribution of a stellar population with a Salpeter initial mass function with stellar masses in the range 1-100 M (Baek et al. 2009 ).
Haloes are identified in the base simulation using the hop halo finder (Eisenstein & Hut 1998) , with minimum halo mass consisting of 10 dark matter particles. Radiative transfer is started from the redshift at which the first halo collapses. In our fiducial simulation, ionizing sources are placed in dark matter haloes and assumed to emit continuously. As we discuss below, we also consider simulations in which ionizing sources are placed on the sides of the simulation box. The luminosities of ionizing sources are set assuming a linear scaling of the luminosity with halo mass (Iliev et al. 2006; Chardin et al. 2012 Chardin et al. , 2014 . The normalization of this luminosity-mass relation is assumed to vary with redshift and is chosen so that the integrated comoving ionizing emissivity is similar to that of the HM12 uniform UV background model, but somewhat modified so as to obtain an improved match with the hydrogen photoionization rates inferred from Lyα forest data (Chardin et al. 2015) .
We self-consistently follow recombination radiation and do not use the on-the-spot approximation (Rahmati et al. 2013) : atoms recombine and radiate in an isotropic fashion, and are not directly reabsorbed by the freshly recombined hydrogen. Note that the impact of recombination radiation is likely to be underestimated in our simulations. Recombination radiation is expected to be emitted at a frequency close to the ionization threshold, where the hydrogen ionization cross-section σ = 6.3 × 10 18 cm 2 is the highest, while our monochromatic frequency-averaged method tends to underestimate its absorption probability by assigning σ = 1.6 × 10 18 cm 2 . The mean free path of these photons is thus larger than it should be, and a more accurate multifrequency description would reduce the impact of recombinations. Moreover, we do not take into account the redshifting of the recombination photons by peculiar velocities of the emitters or the Hubble flow. In reality, recombination photons cannot travel to large cosmological distances without being redshifted to frequencies below the Lyman limit. Therefore, neglecting the cosmological redshifting of recombination radiation could in principle result in an overestimation of the photoionization rate on large scales. However, our simulation box is small enough that this is not a significant concern. The mean free path of Redshifting is potentially a concern when the mean free path of photons exceeds the box size. This does not happen in our simulation until z 5. Then, at these low redshifts, redshifting is not a concern because a uniform UV background is established.
Ionizing sources
Our fiducial simulation is performed in a cubical box 20 comoving Mpc/h on a side with periodic boundary conditions. In this model, we place sources of ionizing radiation at the locations of dark matter haloes, with a linear scaling of their luminosity with halo mass. The amplitude of this luminosity-mass relation is fixed by the HM12 model, as described above. For comparison, we also consider an equivalent simulation box in which plane-parallel radiation fronts are propagated in the three spatial directions (cf. Rahmati et al. 2013 ). This is achieved by placing radiation sources on the sides of the cubical box. We use 128 sources on each side. These sources have identical luminosities, which are chosen so that the total emissivity agrees with that in the HM12 model. A comparison of this plane-parallel model with our fiducial model allows us to isolate the effect of fluctuations in the photoionization rate due to sources. To check our results for numerical convergence, we also consider another simulation with a box size of 10 cMpc/h. The radiative transfer in our simulations is also performed in two ways: with local sources placed in dark matter haloes, and with plane-parallel radiation fronts. The spatial resolution of our fiducial simulation is 39.1 ckpc/h, while the spatial resolution in the 10 cMpc/h box is 19 ckpc/h. At redshift z = 10, the minimum and maximum halo masses in our fiducial simulation are Mmin = 2 × 10 8 M and Mmax = 5 × 10 10 M . In the 10 cMpc/h box, the minimum and maximum halo masses at z = 10 are 3 × 10 7 M and 10 10 M , respectively. However, when comparing the results from these simulations with our fiducial model in the case of local sources, we restrict the range of halo masses so that they are resolved by both boxes. This range is chosen to be between Mmin = 2 × 10 8 M and 5 × 10 9 M . Haloes with mass outside this range do not host sources, even if present in the simulation box.
We consider five simulations as listed in Table 1 , in which the fiducial simulation is labelled as L20N512. Simu- Table 1 . The top panel shows the evolution of the average neutral hydrogen fraction. Measurements shown are from Fan et al. (2006) , McGreer et al. (2015) , Totani et al. (2014) , Ota et al. (2008), and McQuinn et al. (2007) . The middle panel shows the evolution of the average photoionization rate compared with measurements by Bolton & Haehnelt (2007) , Calverley et al. (2011) , Wyithe & Bolton (2011) and . The bottom panel shows the Thompson scattering optical depth, compared with the measurement from Planck Collaboration (2016).
lations with the plane-parallel source model have labels with the suffix 'pp', and simulations in which sources occupy a restricted range of halo masses are identified with labels that end in 'fs'.
Calibration
As mentioned above, we use an ionizing emissivity that is close to that of the HM12 model in our simulations. Figure 1 shows the result. The top panel of Figure 1 shows the redshift evolution of the average neutral fraction in our different models. As all of our models are calibrated to the same HM12 reionization history, only small variations are seen be- tween the different models. All models lie close to the values of the neutral fraction derived from the Lyα forest data of Fan et al. (2006) . This is also reflected in the bottom panel of Figure 1 , which shows the electron scattering optical depth in the simulations. It is worth noting that simulations with the plane-parallel source model show an almost exactly similar reionization history compared to simulations with the fiducial source model. Adopting a tuned ionizing emissivity evolution with sources on the edges of the cosmological box can therefore mimic the simulations assuming the realistic positions of the sources. This similarity will allow us to compare directly the impact of the source location on the self-shielding properties of the gas both at high and low redshift.
The middle panel of Figure 1 shows the redshift evolution of the average hydrogen photoionization rate in ionized regions in our different models. The photoionization rate, Γ , is averaged over the already ionized regions (i.e., regions with xHII ≥ 0.5). The evolution of the photoionization rate is consistent with observations in the post-overlap phase. Thus, regardless of ionizing source model considered, our fine tuning of the emissivity evolution with redshift results in a nearly identical reionization history. First, at high redshifts, the average photoionization rate drops with time due to geometric dilution, as the photons inside ionized regions are consumed at the edges of ionized regions. Towards the end of reionization, the mean free path of ionizing photons rapidly increases when distinct ionized regions overlap, concomitantly increasing the photoionization rate. We note here that the agreement between the different models is not perfect, particularly at high redshifts. However, the postreionization evolution of the average photoionization rate is always in good agreement with the observationally inferred photoionization rate at low redshifts. We therefore expect to see some variation between the different models at high redshifts. This may also lead to small differences in the characteristics of self-shielded regions in these simulations. We need to keep in mind those differences in the reionization histories when we interpret our results below. Finally, the bottom panel of Figure 1 shows that electron scattering optical depth in the simulations agrees with the Planck measurements (Planck Collaboration 2016).
THE SELF-SHIELDING OF HYDROGEN IN OUR SIMULATIONS
Panel (a) of Figure 2 shows the distribution of the neutral hydrogen fraction xHI in a slice of thickness 39.1 ckpc/h at z = 7 in our fiducial simulation. The neutral hydrogen fraction is unity in regions of the simulation that are yet to be reionized; in the ionized regions the neutral hydrogen fraction is generally low. However, in the ionized regions, xHI varies with the total gas density between 10 −5 and 0.1. This variation is partly due to fluctuations in the photoionization rate and partly due to self-shielding in high-density regions.
In order to study the neutral fraction in ionized regions, we need to isolate these regions in our simulation. This is difficult due to the complex morphology of these regions. A criterion that depends on the neutral hydrogen fraction at a location is unable to distinguish between a self-shielded cell within an ionized region and a cell in a region that is not yet ionized (the "neutral region" for short). In this work we disentangle the neutral and ionized regions in our simulation box by applying a neighbourhood criterion: a cell with high neutral fraction is deemed to lie in the neutral region if its neighbours also have a high neutral fraction.
The number of neighbours considered in this selection will obviously affect the result. We decide this by first selecting neighbours in a spherical region around a cell weighed, for simplicity, by a Gaussian. The width σ of the Gaussian and the threshold in the neutral hydrogen fraction, x HI,th , are then chosen by visually comparing the resulting selection with the original slice from the simulation. Figure 2 shows results for a range of values of σ and x HI,th . For a given value of σ, we consider if cells with neutral hydrogen fraction greater than x HI,th form contiguous neutral regions as opposed to isolated neutral cells in otherwise ionized regions. If the width of the Gaussian is too small, self-shielded regions are also marked as neutral. This is seen in Figure 2 show the photoionization rate distribution corresponding to the four panels in the left half. The average photoionization rate is ∼ 10 −13 s −1 , consistent with the HM12 model. But, as seen in panel (e), the photoionization rate distribution in the simulation is characterized by high values ( 10 −12 s −1 ) close to sources in high density regions. The photoionization rate is the lowest in low density regions as some of these are not ionized yet (ΓHI = 0). The effect of the selection procedure described above is seen in the other panels of Figure 2 (panels f, g, and h): selecting for ionized regions only leaves us with cells that have high photoionization rate at low densities. As we remove the neutral regions from Figure 2 , a second branch starts to appear in the high density part of the plot. This branch is distinguished by a low photoionization rate. It is these cells that show the effect of self-shielding. However, in order to characterise them better we need to separate them from the high density, high photoionization rate cells located near sources of ionizing radiation.
In order to do this, we remove cells that contain sources from our analysis. We also remove a number of cells that are adjacent to the cells containing sources. This procedure is illustrated in Figure 3 . Panel (a) of this figure shows the distribution of total gas density in our fiducial simulation at z = 7. The white circles in this panel show the locations of ionizing sources. These correspond to the centres of masses of dark matter haloes. The areas of the circles are proportional to the source luminosity, and thus the halo mass. Panel (b) of Figure 3 shows the corresponding slice for the hydrogen photoionization rate. A comparison of these panels shows that the locations in the box with high photoionization rate (Γ > 10 −12 s −1 ) correspond to the location of sources. Panel (c) shows the effect of removing the regions that are not reionized yet, following the procedure described above, while Panel (d) illustrates our masking of the high photoionization rate cells. We choose the number of cells to exclude based on the halo luminosity and resolution. The length of the cube excluded, centered around the halo location, depends on the halo mass as r = a log 10 (M halo ) + b. In our fiducial simulation, a cell size corresponds to the virial radius of a 3 × 10 9 M halo at z = 7. Excluding a few cells around larger haloes will ensure that the high photoionization rate cells are completely removed from our analysis. We exclude a cubical region of about 8 to 14 cells on a side, depending on the halo mass.
The effect of removing sources on the photoionization rate distribution is illustrated in Figure 4 for various values of a and b. This figure also shows how we choose the values for a and b. Panel (a) of Figure 4 shows the photoionization rate density distribution for our fiducial simulation at z = 7, after isolating the ionized regions. We continue to When this happens, the median photoionization rate agrees with that in the corresponding plane-parallel simulation, as seen in panel (d). We have chosen a = 0.86 and b = −4.14 for the fiducial simulation at z = 7. We identify the values of a and b for each of our simulations at all redshifts separately. In practice, the values are not very different from those for the fiducial simulation. Figure 5 shows the photoionization rate density distributions from redshift z = 3 to z = 10 after the neutral regions are removed following the procedure described above. Note that cells located near ionizing sources have not been masked yet. In Figure 5 , we show results from the L10N512fs simulation instead of our fiducial L20N512 simulation, as the former simulation better illustrates the behaviour of the photoionization rate at high densities, due to its higher resolution. As we will discuss below, the results are nearly identical in the two simulations. The average photoionization rate follows the evolution seen in Figure 1 : there is little evolution from z = 10 to 7 and then a jump by an order of magnitude from Γ ∼ 10 −13 s −1 to Γ ∼ 10 −12 s −1 at z = 6. The density dependence of the photoionization rate has a characteristic shape that remains essentially unchanged throughout reionization: low density regions have high photoionization rates and high density regions (that are not close to ionizing sources) have low photoionization rates. This shape is caused by the shielding. As a uniform photoionization rate background gets established after the completion of reionization, the photoionization rate distribution in Figure 5 narrows.
The photoionization rate distribution shown in Figure 5 can now be used to understand self-shielding in our simulations. We find that, at all redshifts studied here, the photoionization rate has a background value at low densities that does not depend on the gas density. The spread around the background value is quite small at low redshifts but is larger at high redshifts, before individual ionized regions have percolated. At high densities (nH 5 × 10 −3 cm −3 ), the photoionization rate drops below its background value due to self-shielding. At even higher densities (nH 5 × 10 −2 cm −3 ), the photoionization rate increases further, due to recombination radiation. This causes the photoionization rate density curve to flatten at very high densities.
We find that the photoionization rate distribution is described very well by the fitting function introduced by Rahmati et al. (2013) ,
In this fitting function, the parameter n0 describes the characteristic density at which self-shielding occurs. The parameters β and α1 describe the slope of the photoionization rate density curve caused by self-shielding, while the parameters f and α2 describe the enhanced slope of the photoionization rate density curve at the highest densities. We fit this form to the photoionization rate distributions of Figure 5 , after masking the sources following the procedure described above. This fit is illustrated by the solid red curves in Fig- ure 5. Figure 6 shows the corresponding fits in the planeparallel source model (L10N512pp). The black solid curves shows the result from comparable simulations by Rahmati et al. (2013) at redshifts z < 6. Rahmati et al. (2013) noted that the parameters in Equation (1) do not seem to evolve significantly between redshifts z = 1 and 6 in their simula- Rahmati et al. (2013) . In the photoionization rate panel, the black symbols show the photoionization rate inferred from the fits provided by Rahmati et al. (2013) , by using Equation 2. Similarly, black filled circles in the n 0 panel, show the self-shielding density given by Equation 2 for the fiducial simulation. As discussed in the text, the L20N512 simulation does not constrain the slope parameters very well. Therefore, this simulation is only shown in three of the six panels.
tions. Therefore, they put forward a single set of parameter values to describe the photoionization rate density curve in this redshift range. The black dashed curve in all panels of Figures 5 and 6 shows this "average" curve.
The photoionization rate distributions in Figures 5 and  6 have several interesting features. In both cases, at all redshifts, Equation (1) describes the distributions very well. In the L10N512fs model ( Figure 5 ), in which ionizing sources are placed at the locations of haloes, there is an enhancement in the photoionization rate at high densities due to the presence of sources in this regions, as discussed above. In the plane-parallel L10N512pp simulation, this enhancement is no longer seen; instead, at lower densities, there is a spread in the photoionization rate around the background values. This spread is due to the enhancement of the photoionization rate in cells that are close to the sides of the simulation box, where the "sources" of the plane-parallel fronts are located. As most of the cells have low densities (close to the mean) the spread in the photoionization rate also moves to these densities. The difference between the fiducial and the plane-parallel models is also reflected at the high density end of this plot. We find that the high density part is better sampled in the plane-parallel simulation than in the fiducial simulation because in the latter, many of these cells are transferred to the high photoionization rate part of the plot due to the presence of ionizing sources in them. This is reflected in the relatively poor fits at high densities in the L10N512fs simulation, compared to the L10N512pp simulation. Note that in all of our simulations, the high density cells are also affected by star formation. Finally, our simulations corroborate the findings of Rahmati et al. (2013) by also showing very little evolution in self-shielding across redshifts, even at redshifts before reionization. Nonetheless, there are differences between our best-fit model and that of Rahmati et al. (2013) : the characteristic slope of the self-shielding transition is much steeper in both our restricted-halo and plane-parallel simulations. As we discuss in greater detail below, this difference arises due to a combination of three reasons: (a) difference in the radiative transfer method, (b) star formation, and (c) recombination radiation. Rahmati et al. (2013) highlight the role of different radiative transfer algorithms by noting a similar difference between their results and those from ray-tracing radiative transfer simulations by Altay et al. (2011) . We have already mentioned that the star formation prescription used in our simulations may deplete regions with high gas density, thereby affecting the results shown in Figures 5 and 6 . Finally, the effect of recombinations is likely underestimated in our simulations due to their monochromatic nature, as discussed in Section 2.1. The temperature evolution in our simulations is unlikely to have an effect on the photoionisation rate distribution due to the small pressure smoothing scale at these redshifts (Kulkarni et al. 2015) .
The redshift evolution of the parameters in Equation (1) is summarised in Figure 7 for all five of our simulations. Also shown in the top right panel of this figure is the evolution of the volume-averaged photoionization rate in ionized regions. Red points in Figure 7 show results from our fiducial simulations for redshifts z = 3-10. All simulations agree with each other to a reasonable degree, particularly in the evolution of the characteristic self-shielding density n0. The black crosses in Figure 7 show the corresponding values from Rahmati et al. (2013) for z < 6. We find that the self-shielding density n0 stays roughly constant at n0 ∼ 10 −2 cm −3 at post-reionization redshifts (z < 6). This density corresponds to overdensities of about 100. At higher redshifts, the selfshielding density is lower, n0 ∼ 10 −3 cm −3 , which corresponds to overdensities of about 10. It is apparent from comparing the top two panels of Figure 7 that the characteristic self-shielding density n0 follows the evolution in the photoionization rate at all redshifts. As discussed above, and evidenced by Figures 5 and 6 , the self-shielding density in our simulations is close to that in the simulations of Rahmati et al. (2013) . The self-shielding density can be written as a function of the photoionization rate as (Schaye 2001; Rahmati et al. 2013 , (2) where T4 = T /10 4 , Γ−12 = Γ/10 −12 s −1 , and fg = Ω b /Ωm is the cosmic baryon fraction. This relation assumes absorbers with temperature T ∼ 10 4 K, column density NHI ∼ 1/σ, and a typical size given by the Jeans scale. The black points in the top left panel of Figure 7 show the n0 derived from our volume-averaged photoionization rate from ionized regions using Equation (2) for the fiducial simulation. We find that Equation (2) describes the evolution in n0 reasonably well. At low redshifts (z < 6) the agreement is very good. At high redshifts there is a constant offset due to the difference in the cell selection for the photoionization rate and self-shielding density. The average values of parameters shown in Figure 7 are presented in Appendix A as a function of redshift. These should be useful for use in simulations without radiative transfer that rely on approximate models for self-shielding.
The slopes of the photoionization rate density distribution also agree quite well between various simulations. The fiducial simulation (L20N512) is unable to resolve the highest density part of the distribution very well, partly due to the low spatial resolution and partly because the sources in this simulation occupy a wide dynamic range in halo mass. Therefore, Figure 7 only shows one of the slopes, α1, from this simulation. There are also differences between the slopes in our simulations and those of Rahmati et al. (2013) at post-reionization redshifts. As discussed by Rahmati et al. (2013) , this is partly due to the difference in the radiative transfer methods, but also due to the difference in the way recombination radiation is treated.
DISCUSSION
The self-shielding of intergalactic hydrogen described in the previous section is potentially sensitive to several assumptions made in our simulations. We now discuss some of the more important of these. Figure 7 highlights the agreement between all of our simulations, quantified using the fitting function in Equation (1). As discussed above, as in the fiducial simulation, the self-shielding density n0 stays roughly constant at 10 −2 cm −3 at post-reionization redshifts (z < 6) and tracks the photoionization rate evolution at higher redshifts. The self-shielding density agrees between the simulations to within a factor of 2. This level of discrepancy is completely explained by the differences in the photoionization rate in these simulations, as seen in Figure 1 . A similar level of agreement is seen in the parameters β and α1, which describe the characteristic slope of the photoionization rate density relation caused by self-shielding. There is significant improvement in the parameters, f and α2, which predominantly describe the modification of the slope of the photoionization rate density relation at high densities due to recombination radiation. This is because the high densities are much better resolved in the higher resolution simulations than in the fiducial simulation (Rahmati et al. 2013) .
It has been noted in the literature that self-shielding in simulations can also be affected by the radiative transfer method used. In this paper we have used a momentbased algorithm of radiative transfer, as implemented in aton (see Section 2.1). We have performed monochromatic radiative transfer but self-consistently include the recombination radiation. We do not use the on-the-spot approximation. In contrast, for example, Rahmati et al. (2013) used the traphic code (Pawlik & Schaye 2008) in their work, where radiative transfer is implemented by tracing photon packets. This technique is very different from the moment-based method used in the present paper. Altay et al. (2011) used a ray-tracing radiative transfer algorithm in the owls simulations. These authors ignore recombination radiation. Rahmati et al. (2013) note that self-shielding in owls is somewhat different from their simulation at least at post-reionization redshifts, although overall the agreement is good. The characteristic slope of the photoionization rate density relation is somewhat steeper in the ray tracing case as compared to the photon packet method. This could partly be a resolution effect and partly be due to inaccuracies in calculating the absorption of UV photons at large scales in the ray-tracing codes. In Figure 8 , we compare our result from the fiducial 20 cMpc/h box with a similar simulation that uses the moment-based radiative transfer as implemented by Bauer et al. (2015) . This simulation is performed on a 256 3 grid in a 10 cMpc/h box so that it has the same spatial resolution as our fiducial simulation. The radiative transfer algorithm used by Bauer et al. (2015) The left panel shows the photoionization rate distribution at z = 5 from our L20N512 simulation. The middle panel shows the photoionization rate distribution at the same redshift when the radiative transfer calculation is performed with the same density and source fields but using the moment-based implementation by Bauer et al. (2015) . The right panel shows results from a multi-frequency simulation using three frequency bins. In all three panels, the red curve shows the best-fit curve of the form given by Equation 1 from left panel. The solid and dashed black curves in all three panels show two photoionization rate distribution fits from Rahmati et al. (2013) .
M1 closure similar to our radiative transfer method. Both of these simulations are at redshift z = 5. They use similar density and source fields, and are calibrated in similar way. The solid red curve in Figure 8 shows the fit to the photoionization rate density distribution from the fiducial L20N512 simulation. But the middle panel of Figure 8 shows that this provides a good description also of the results from a different radiative transfer implementation. It is also interesting that both simulations have steeper characteristic slopes as compared to the results of Rahmati et al. (2013) : the dashed black curve shows the average fit from their work while the solid black curve shows their fit at redshift z = 5. Both curves have shallower characteristic slopes that in our simulations at this redshift. This suggests that the shallower slopes of Rahmati et al. (2013) could be a result of limited resolution.
The third panel of Figure 8 explores the effect of monochromaticity in our simulations. It shows the photoionization rate density distribution at redshift z = 5 from a multi-frequency counterpart of our fiducial simulation. This simulation uses three photon energy bins at 17.87 eV, 30.23 eV, and 59.38 eV, but otherwise has identical properties as our fiducial simulation. Figure 8 shows that the resultant picture of self-shielding emerging from this multi-frequency simulation is remarkably similar to that in our monochromatic simulation. The red curve in this panel shows our best-fit model from our L20N512 simulation at z = 5. The self-shielding density and the characteristic slope are in agreement with the multi-frequency simulation. (The normalization of the curve has been adjusted to match with the somewhat different value of the average photoionization rate, Γ HII, which has values of 10 −12 s −1 , 3 × 10 −12 s −1 , and 6×10
−13 s −1 , in the three simulations shown in Figure 8 , respectively.) The red curve, which describes the simulation in the left panel of Figure 8 also provides a good description of the photoionisation rate distribution in the central and right panels of this figure. The best fit parameters for the three simulations agree to within 10%.
Finally, in Figure 9 , we show the evolution of the clumping factor, the mass and volume fractions contained in the self-shielded regions, and the average number of recombinations per hydrogen atom in our simulations. The clumping factor is defined here as C = n 2 HII / nHII 2 and is evaluated only in ionized regions. As expected the clumping factor grows with time as nonlinear structure develops. During the epoch of reionization (z ∼ 6-10), the clumping factor is low, about 2-3. This is in agreement with previous results from Pawlik et al. (2009) and Iliev et al. (2006) . Further, as the middle panel of Figure 9 shows, the self-shielded systems occupy a very small (< 0.1%) fraction of the volume. The fractional mass content is relatively larger, about 1% at z ∼ 6, decreasing to 0.1% up to z ∼ 10. The decrease in the mass fraction towards high redshifts is due to the increase in the photoionization rate in high density regions. Note that the fiducial simulation, L20N512, shows considerably different behaviour in the evolution of the mass and volume fractions and the mean number of recombinations per hydrogen atom, due to the poor resolution of this simulation in this regime, as discussed above.
A better measure of the effect of clumping on how reionization proceeds, is the average number of recombinations per hydrogen atom in ionized regions, defined as
where αB is the case-B recombination rate of ionized hydrogen, which evolves due to the evolution of gas temperature, and the average is over ionized regions. There is relatively little difference between the mean number of recombinations in various simulations, as most differences are at high redshifts where the contribution to the integral in Equation (3) is small. The value ofnrec is somewhat smaller than previous studies Iliev et al. (2006) . This is partly due to enhanced self-shielding in our simulations due to relatively high resolution. This reduces the number of high density ionized regions, thereby reducing the number of recombinations.
CONCLUSIONS
We have used here full radiative transfer simulations of the epoch of hydrogen reionization carefully calibrated with Lyα forest data to study the self-shielding of hydrogen during and after reionization. We find that in spite of large fluctuations in the photoionization rate during reionization, the characteristic density above which self-shielding is important follows the evolution of the average photoionization rate in a manner similar to that in the post-reionization Universe. This results in similar typical values for the characteristic self-shielding density, of 10 2 -10 3 cm −3 for a wide range of redshifts from z = 10 to z = 2. This corresponds to overdensities of ∼ 100 in the post-reionization Universe, but more like ∼ 10 during reionization, reflecting the fact that during reionization photoionization rates are typically low enough that the filaments in the cosmic web are often self-shielded.
We have shown our findings to be robust against various assumptions made in our study and have shown that our inferred values of the self-shielding density have converged with respect to numerical resolution in our simulation. The detailed properties of the ionizing sources are not critically important as long as they result in a similar evolution of the photoionization rate and ionized gas fraction. The results from our mono-frequency radiative transfer simulations are in good agreement with those from equivalent multi-frequency radiative transfer simulations. Our results are also in good overall agreement with previous studies of the post-reionization IGM (Rahmati et al. 2013 ), but with a steeper slope of the self-shielding transition.
To obtain our results we have developed a method to efficiently isolate the ionized regions in our simulations, which should have wider applications in the study of reionization simulations and for the analysis of future datasets that will yield a three-dimensional tomographic view of the epoch of reionization by measuring the brightness of the 21 cm line from the IGM.
Although self-shielded regions occupy a very small fraction of the cosmological volume, they nevertheless contain about 0.1-1% of the total hydrogen mass during the epoch of reionization in our simulation. This has an effect on the recombination rate of hydrogen, which can be quantified by the average number of recombinations per hydrogen atom. The typical value of this quantity in our simulations during reionization is less than 0.4, slightly smaller that previous studies. Self-shielded regions of neutral hydrogen are known to critically affect the visibility of Lyα emitters during the epoch of reionization as well as the clustering properties of the 21 cm signal on large scales. Modelling self-shielding accurately is thus important. We have provided parameter values at high redshifts for the fitting formula proposed by Rahmati et al. (2013) for the self-shielding transition for use in simulations without radiative transfer that rely on approximate models of self-shielding. Table A1 . Best-fit values of the parameters in Equation 1 for our simulations, averaged over the five simulations presented in this paper. They describe the average of the curves in Figure 7 . Also shown is the average photoionization rate in ionized regions. Densities are in physical units. count Figure B1 . Comparison of two different methods of identifying ionized regions in our radiative transfer simulations. This is same simulation as in Figure 5 . Left panel shows the photoionization rate distribution in ionized regions identified using the method presented in the main text. The red dashed curve shows a fit using Equation (1); this curve is reproduced in the right panel for comparison. The left panel is identical to the z = 7 panel of Figure 5 . The right panel shows the photoionization rate distribution in ionized regions identified using our new selection method. In this method, ionized regions are defined as regions with non-zero photoionization rate that are in ionization equilibrium. Black curve in this panel shows a fit using our Equation (1). The red and black curves in the right panel are virtually identical, which validates the selection method used in this paper.
